Key Points Lesson 2

Once you know the first 10 letters of the alphabet, learning the others isn’t too hard. Look at the letters a to j. Notice, that all the dots are in the **upper part** of the cell (dots 1, 2, 4, and 5).

```
a b c d e f g h i j
```

To write the next 10 letters of the alphabet add dot 3 to the first 10!

```
k l m n o p q r s t
```

Then to finish up the alphabet, add the dot 6. Note that “w” is the exception. This is because there is no “w” in the French alphabet.

```
u v x y z w
```

Examples:

```
silly zebra wild bold axis knives
silly zebra wild bold axis knives
```
Reading 2

no mad sit fat sod map rod oats fond
load snap rock me tap taxi nod rip see
let snap road meet slam sale knock
lake most locus pole nose rattle
teepee metal yell float quote usual
zap vector extra week extra zebra
world gold quill boss important wax
due quietly human bicycle lecture zoo
home able yummy tomb fun love wick hat
nod ham kettle man camp oldie bird
gope usual jams wimp bang fold mile
animal ask picture airway talkative
Reading 2 Answer Key

no mad sit fat sod map rod oats fond
load snap rock me tap taxi nod rip see
let soap road meet slam sale knock
lame moss locus poll nose rattle
teepee metal yell float quote usual
zap vector excite week extra zebra
evolve yolk quilt boss important wax
due quietly human bicycle lecture zoo
home able zippy tomb fun love wick vat
nod ham kettle man camp oldie bird
rope usual jams wimp bang fold mile
animal ask picture airway talkative
Writing 2

kick knee
lair llama
manor melon
noise notice
orange orphan
popcorn pope
quote quiz
rapport rascal
sassafras soda
tattletale tragic
umbrella ultimatum
vacillate vaguely
wigwam wacky
xray xebec
yolk yells
zebra zoologica
Writing 2 Answer Key

kick kneel
knead llama
manor melon
noise notice
orange orphan
popcorn pope
quote quiz
rapport rascal
sassafras soda
sottile tale tragic
umbrella ultimatum
vacillate vaguely
wigwam wacky
xray xebec
yolk yells
zebra zoological